Mobile Situational Awareness Software
for First Responders & Field Workers
Need/Gap Analysis
An over-reliance on voice communication
often compromises operations and,
ultimately, puts field personnel at risk.
CommandWear’s situational awareness
software leverages mobile and wearable
technologies to securely connect and protect
personnel through its Internet of Life Saving
Things platform.

Description
CommandWear is an award-winning software platform that integrates data from smartphone and smartwatch
sensors to give organizations unprecedented, real-time views of personnel locations, status and health.
The Commander web-based situational awareness display and the Communicator mobile app provides:
•

Real-time remote monitoring and tracking of mission progress and positioning of personnel to enhance
accountability, safety, and operations.

•

Increased tactical situational awareness
and de-confliction in the field to minimize
response times and optimize the
disposition of personnel.

•

Real-time heart-rate tracking and alerting
to support health and safety programs.

•

Secure text-based messaging via
smartwatch app to enable covert
communications.

•

Picture/video sharing and ‘on-demand
streaming’ from smartphones to give
operations a view of events from the
frontlines.

•

Map mark-up/ sharing and image overlay
features to graphically communicate plans, routes, facility information or instructions.

•

Historical event ‘Replay’ to reduced time and cost of investigations and analysis.
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Benefits
CommandWear keeps teams connected, protected and aware of resources and risks around them at all times.
•

Locate: Command and field personnel can see the near real-time location of other team members for
increasing speed and accuracy of any emergency response.

•

Communicate: Secure text messaging, with message delivery tracking and acknowledgement, enables
assured communications and offloads congestion on radios.

•

Situationally Aware: Knowing where dismounted personnel are located, their current status/health, and
rapid sharing of photos/videos among team members increases personnel safety and optimizes decisionmaking effectiveness.

Integration
CommandWear has been successfully deployed around the globe since 2014 for field exercises, disasters,
major event security and surveillance operations with police, paramedics, and private security teams.
The platform is open and secure with a RESTful Web Services Application Programming Interface (API) to
enable real-time sharing of CommandWear data with customers’ corporate systems. For example, integrating
CommandWear with dispatch or vehicle tracking systems enables a “single pane of glass” view of all assets.

Rapid, Low-Cost Deployment
CommandWear is a SaaS, cloud-based software platform that enables organizations to simply install an app
on existing smartphones and, optionally, smartwatches and securely login to become operational in minutes.

A user-based annual subscription is all that is required to get started.
Contact us today to schedule a demonstration or request a field trial.
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